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ABSTRACT: The activation of dioxygen is a key step in CO oxidation catalyzed
by gold nanoparticles. It is known that small gold cluster anions with even-
numbered atoms can molecularly chemisorb O2 via one-electron transfer from
Aun

− to O2, whereas clusters with odd-numbered atoms are inert toward O2.
Here we report spectroscopic evidence of two modes of O2 activation by the
small even-sized Aun

− clusters: superoxo and peroxo chemisorption. Photo-
electron spectroscopy of O2Au8

− revealed two distinct isomers, which can be
converted from one to the other depending on the reaction time. Ab initio calculations show that there are two close-lying
molecular O2-chemisorbed isomers for O2Au8

−: the lower energy isomer involves a peroxo-type binding of O2 onto Au8
−, while

the superoxo chemisorption is a slightly higher energy isomer. The computed detachment transitions of the superoxo and peroxo
species are in good agreement with the experimental observation. The current work shows that there is a superoxo to peroxo
chemisorption transition of O2 on gold clusters at Au8

−: O2Aun
− (n = 2, 4, 6) involves superoxo binding and n = 10, 12, 14, 18

involves peroxo binding, whereas the superoxo binding re-emerges at n = 20 due to the high symmetry tetrahedral structure of
Au20, which has a very low electron affinity. Hence, the two-dimensional (2D) Au8

− is the smallest anionic gold nanoparticle that
prefers peroxo binding with O2. At Au12

−, although both 2D and 3D isomers coexist in the cluster beam, the 3D isomer prefers
the peroxo binding with O2.

■ INTRODUCTION
Although bulk gold has long been known to be the most
chemically inert metal, nanosized gold particles have demon-
strated unusual capability in catalyzing a wide variety of
chemical reactions, e.g. CO oxidation,1 epoxidation,2,3 selective
hydrogenation/reduction,4 C−C bond formation,5 and water−
gas shift.6 Especially, the CO oxidation reaction catalyzed by
supported gold nanostructures has attracted considerable
attention.1,7−17 However, despite intensive investigations, the
exact mechanisms for the CO oxidation by gold are still not
well understood, in part, due to the lack of precise experimental
characterization of the O2 activation, a key step in gold
nanocatalysis.
Early reactivity studies of Aun

− toward O2 revealed molecular
O2 addition as the main reaction channel for the even-sized
clusters, whereas the odd-sized clusters are inert toward
O2.

18−20 The even−odd alternation correlates well with a
similar trend in the electron affinities of Aun suggesting that
electron transfer from Aun

− to O2 might be the primary
reaction and activation mechanism.20 In subsequent photo-
electron spectroscopy (PES) studies,21,22 experimental evidence
was reported, showing that the even-sized AunO2

− clusters are
indeed molecularly chemisorbed complexes via the observation
of O−O vibrational structures. Recent PES experiment from

our lab has confirmed the molecular chemisorption of O2 on
Aun

− for n = 2, 4, 6 and further provided evidence that O2

physisorbed onto Aun
− for n = 3, 5, 7.23 Among the small even-

sized clusters, the O2 reactivity of Au10
− and Au16

− was unusual:
Au16

− was found to be unreactive with O2, while Au10
− was

significantly less reactive.20 We have recently found that the
inertness of Au16

− is due to its unique cage structures24 and its
high electron binding energy because the corresponding neutral
Au16 cage possesses a triplet ground state. For Au10

−, we found
recently that the global minimum D3h isomer is unreactive with
O2, whereas only the weakly populated low-lying isomers are
reactive.25

The binding of O2 on unsupported gold clusters has been
studied computationally.26−34 Yoon et al. first reported that
small Aun (n = 2−8) clusters can molecularly chemisorb O2 for
n = 2 and 3, regardless of the charge states, but they found that
dissociative adsorption is favored thermodynamically for n ≥
4.26 However, the activation energies for O2 dissociation are
found to be more than 2 eV for n = 5 and 6. Such high barriers
seemed to be consistent with the experimental observation of
only molecular O2 chemisorption on even-sized Aun

− clusters
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for n ≤ 20.18−22 as well as physisorbed odd-sized Aun
− for n = 3,

5, 7.23 The spectroscopic signature of molecular O2
chemisorption on even-sized Aun

− clusters came from low
binding energy detachment features from superoxide-like O2

−

in the PES spectra.21−23 Clear O−O vibrational structures were
observed for n = 2, 4, 6 in these low binding energy O2-induced
detachment features. Similar low binding energy O2-induced
features were also observed for n = 8 and 20, albeit not
vibrationally resolved (ref 22; also see Figure 1 for better

resolved PES spectra from the current study). However, one
puzzling observation was that similar O2-derived low binding
energy features were not observed for n = 12, 14, 18 (Figure 1).
The question is: what is the nature of O2 chemisorption on
these even-sized clusters? Resolving this question would bring
deeper insights into how O2 activation is affected by structure,
size, and electronic properties of the underlying gold
nanostructures.
Here we report a detailed PES and theoretical study of O2

chemisorption on even-sized Aun
− clusters and provide

spectroscopic and electronic evidence of the transition from
superoxo to peroxo chemisorption at Au8

−. The superoxo form
involves a single O−Au bond (η1-O2), whereas the peroxo form
involves two O−Au bonds (η2-O2). Both forms are observed to
coexist in the cluster beam of O2Au8

−. The superoxo O2Au8
−

gives rise to low binding energy O2-induced PES features,
similar to those observed for n = 2, 4, 6, and 20, whereas the
peroxo O2Au8

− gives rise to sharper higher binding energy
features similar to those observed for n = 12, 14, 18 (Figure 1).
The superoxo O2Au8

− is observed to convert to the peroxo
form under longer reaction time using a newly designed cluster
reactor. Detailed theoretical calculations have been carried out
and confirmed the experimental observations. Although the
dissociative O2Au8

− is the most stable form, the barrier for O2
dissociation is too high (>2 eV) for it to be observed

experimentally. The peroxo O2Au8
− is shown to be the next

low-lying isomer, followed by the superoxo form. The
simulated detachment spectra of the two molecularly
chemisorbed O2Au8

− isomers are in good agreement with the
experiment, confirming the transition from superoxo to peroxo
chemisorption at Au8

−. In addition, we find that although both
two-dimensional (2D) and 3D isomers of Au12

− coexist in the
cluster beam, O2 prefers the peroxo binding with the 3D
isomer.

■ EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
The PES experiment was carried out using a magnetic-bottle type
apparatus equipped with a laser vaporization supersonic cluster source,
details of which have been described elsewhere.35 In the current study,
the reactions of O2 with gold clusters were performed in two different
methods. In the first method, the O2Au8

− complexes were generated
by laser vaporization of a pure gold target in the presence of a He
carrier gas seeded with 0.1% O2. This method was used previously to
produce smaller molecularly chemisorbed O2Aun

− complexes.23 In the
second method, O2Au8

− complexes were produced using a flow-tube
reactor, which consisted of a 30-mm long stainless tube with an inner
diameter of 6 mm and either an open end or a 3-mm outlet orifice.
The flow-tube reactor was attached to the cluster nozzle, and the O2
reactant was introduced into the reaction tube after the gold clusters
were formed. The large volume of the flow reactor allowed more
reaction times and adequate thermalization of the clusters. Negatively
charged clusters were analyzed by a time-of-flight mass spectrometer.
The clusters of interest were selected and decelerated before
photodetachment in the interaction zone of the magnetic-bottle
electron analyzer. PES spectra of O2Aun

− were measured at 193 nm
(6.424 eV) from an ArF excimer laser. The PES spectrometer was
calibrated using the known spectrum of Au−. The resolution of the
PES apparatus (ΔE/E) was about 2.5%, i.e. 25 meV for 1 eV electrons.

■ COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
The theoretical study employed the basin-hopping (BH) global search
method36,37 coupled with density-functional theory (DFT) optimiza-
tion to search for low-lying isomers of O2Au8

−. Generalized gradient
approximation (GGA) in the Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof (PBE)
functional form was used for the DFT calculations. Multiple initial
structures were used as the input for the BH search. After more than
500 BH steps, a consistent set of low-lying isomers were generated for
each species. Several low-lying isomers (typically within 1.0 eV of the
lowest-energy isomer) were used to compute the electronic density of
states (DOS). These low-lying structures were reoptimized at the
PBE0/CRENBL level of theory implemented in the NWChem 5.1
package.38 Single-point energy calculations at the PBE0/CRENBL
level with the inclusion of spin−orbit (SO) effects were then used to
obtain the computed density of states. The inclusion of the SO effects
was previously shown to yield almost quantitative agreement between
the experimental photoelectron spectra and computed DOS for gold
clusters.39−42 The first VDE of each isomer was calculated as the
difference between the energy of the anionic species of each isomer
and the corresponding neutral at the anion geometry. The spin states
of these neutral species are crucial, and the energy of the lowest spin
state was used to compute the first VDE. The binding energies of the
deeper occupied orbitals of the anion were then added to the first VDE
to approximate higher binding energy PES features. Each computed
VDE was fitted with a Gaussian of 0.06 eV width to yield a computed
photoelectron spectrum, which was used to compare with spectra of
the experimental data.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The 193 nm PES spectra of O2Aun

−, produced using the O2-
seeded He carrier gas, are presented in Figure 1 for all the even-
sized species for n = 2, 4, 6, 8, 12, 14, 18, 20. These spectra are
consistent with those reported previously,22 but with slightly

Figure 1. Comparison of the 193 nm photoelectron spectra of AunO2
−

(n = 2, 4, 6, 8, 12, 14, 18, 20). The superoxo-derived features are
labeled for n = 2, 4, 6, 8, 20. The data for n = 2, 4, 6 are from ref 23.
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improved resolution. The weak and broad spectral features in
the low binding energy side in the spectra of n = 2, 4, 6, 8, 20
are indicative of the unresolved O−O vibrational progressions
upon photodetachment from an O2

− superoxide unit.22,23 The
same spectra were obtained using the flow reactor for all the
species except for O2Au8

−, as shown in Figure 2c and d.
In the flow reactor, the O2 reactant was introduced after the

gold clusters were formed. Furthermore, we could control the
reaction time to some degree by using a different orifice at the
exit of the flow reactor. When a reactor tube with an open end
was used, corresponding to a short reaction time, we obtained a
PES spectrum of O2Au8

− (Figure 2c) similar to that shown in
Figure 1. However, when we used a reactor tube with a 3-mm
diameter exit orifice, we obtained the PES spectrum displayed
in Figure 2d, in which the low binding energy feature (X′) was
almost completely eliminated, due to the increased reaction
time in the flow reactor. This observation suggested the initially
formed superoxo species were converted to a new isomer,
which gave rise to three relatively sharp PES bands (X, A, and
B) between 4 and 5 eV (Figure 2d). A close examination shows
that the three corresponding peaks are also present in the
spectrum in Figure 2c, suggesting that both isomers coexisted.
However, we did not observe any spectral changes for smaller
even-sized O2Aun

− complexes using the flow reactor. Figure 2a
displays a 193 nm spectrum of O2Au6

− using the reactor with
the 3-nm diameter exit. This spectrum is identical to the one
taken using the O2-seeded He carrier gas, reported previously,

23

suggesting that the even-sized O2Aun
− complexes with n < 8

contain only the superoxo chemisorption form.
O2Au6

−. The previous theoretical study on O2Au6
− showed

that the dissociative chemisorption is the global minimum with

a large barrier for O2 dissociation
26 and thus is not expected to

be accessible experimentally. The closest low-lying isomer
corresponds to O2 bonded to an apex gold atom in the
triangular Au6 in the superoxo form (Figure 2b). To compare
with O2Au8

−, we recalculated the top four isomers of O2Au6
− at

the SO-PBE0/CRENBL level of theory: the simulated PES
spectra with SO coupling along with their relative energies are
shown in Figure S1, Supporting Information [SI]. The neutral
of each isomer can exist in either spin triplet (S = 3; here S
denotes spin multiplicity) or spin singlet (S = 1). The energies
of both spin states were examined, and the triplet states were
found to be more stable for all the isomers, (a)−(d), shown in
Figure S1, SI. We also found that the dissociated isomer (a) is
the global minimum, but the high activation barrier from the
molecular to dissociated form makes it inaccessible under our
experimental conditions. The resolved O−O vibrational
structures for the low binding energy features at 266 nm23

firmly ruled out the presence of the dissociated form of O2Au6
−.

The lowest molecularly chemisorbed species is the superoxo
isomer (b) (Figure 2b and Figure S1b, SI). Both the calculated
first few VDEs (Table 1) and the simulated spectrum (Figure

Figure 2. Comparison of the experimental PES spectra of O2Au6
− (a), O2Au8

− (c and d), O2Au12
− (f), O2Au14

− (h), and O2Au18
− (j)] with the

computed spectra and the corresponding structures [(b), (e), (g), (i), (k)]. The experimental spectra of O2Au8
− (c and d) were obtained under two

different experimental conditions (see text). The simulated spectra of the superoxo and peroxo isomers are represented in brown and blue colors,
respectively.

Table 1. Experimental VDEs Compared with the Calculated
Values for the Lowest-Energy Molecularly Chemisorbed
Superoxo Isomer of O2Au6

− Using NWChem 5.1 at the Level
of SO-PBE0/CRENBL

VDE expt SO-DFT

X ∼3.4 3.14
A ∼4.0 3.58
B 4.84 ± 0.04 4.53
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2b) are in good agreement with the experimental data. As
reported in our previous studies,39−43 the VDEs calculated with
SO−DFT are usually too low by ∼0.2−0.4 eV relative to the
experimental data, as is also the case for O2Au6

− (Table 1). As
shown in Figure 3a,b, the HOMO and HOMO−1 of the

superoxo O2Au6
− are essentially the π* orbitals on the superoxo

unit, in agreement with the observed O−O vibrations in the X
and A bands.23 The next higher lying isomer of O2Au6

− is the
peroxo isomer [Figure S1c (SI)]. Both the experimental
observation and the theoretical calculations can rule out the
existence of this isomer.
O2Au8

−. Our basin-hopping search combined with DFT
optimization generated about 500 structures for O2Au8

−,
consisting of both molecularly chemisorbed and dissociated
isomers. The top candidate structures within 1.0 eV from the
lowest-lying isomer were reevaluated using SO-PBE0/
CRENBL calculations and the computed photoelectron spectra
along with relative energies are presented in Figure S2 (SI).
The global minimum of O2Au8

− is the dissociated structure
[Figure S2a (SI)], similar to that reported previously.26 The
second low-lying isomer is the molecularly chemisorbed peroxo
form, which is 0.355 eV higher in energy at the PBE0/
CRENBL level (Table 2). This structure was not reported

before.26 The next isomer is a superoxo form [Figure S2c (SI)],
whereas another dissociative isomer [Figure S2d (SI)] is almost
degenerate with the superoxo isomer at the PBE0/CRENBL
level (Table 2). The parent gold clusters are different in the two
molecularly chemisorbed O2Au8

− complexes and they represent
the two nearly degenerate lowest energy structures of Au8

−.39

In our previous theoretical study on CO-adsorbed gold
clusters,43 we found that meta-GGA functionals gave more

consistent relative energies in comparison with coupled-cluster
calculations at the CCSD(T) level. Hence, we have computed
the relative energies of the four leading candidates for O2Au8


using the meta-GGA functional (TPSSh) and at the CCSD(T)
level, as shown in Table 2. The TPSSh results are in full
agreement with the SO-PBE0 energies for the isomers (a)−(c),
although the second dissociative isomer (d) is favored relative
to the two molecularly chemisorbed species (b and c) at the
TPSSh level. At the CCSD(T) level, however, the dissociative
isomer (a) was found to be stabilized by a very large energy
margin (>1 eV) relative to the two molecularly chemisorbed
isomers, but the energy ordering is the same as that at the
TPSSh level. Vibrational frequencies calculated for all the
isomers from (a)−(l) at the TPSSh level show no imaginary
values (Table S1[SI]).
However, dissociative chemisorption of O2 on unsupported

gold clusters has not been observed experimentally. Yoon et al.
showed previously using DFT calculations that for O2Au4

− the
dissociated form is already lower in energy than the molecular
chemisorption, but there is a high barrier for O2 dissociation.

26

Their calculated activation barrier for O2 on Au6
− was 2.33 eV,

in agreement with the experimental observation that only
molecular chemisorption was observed for O2Au6

−.23 We also
calculated the activation barrier for O2 dissociation on Au8

−

using isomer (b) as the initial molecular complex. As shown in
Figure S3 (SI), we obtained an equally high barrier of 2.35 eV
at the level of TPSSh. At MP2 level, an even higher barrier of
4.7 eV was obtained. Such a large barrier suggests that again the
dissociative state in O2Au8

− is not accessible, similar to that in
O2Au6

−.
The computed PES spectra at the SO-PBE0/CRENBL level

of theory for all the isomers (a)−(l) are shown in Figure S2
(SI). The corresponding neutral species can exist in either spin
triplet (S = 3) or spin singlet (S = 1). The energies of both spin
states were examined and the triplet states were found again to
be more stable for all the isomers. Although the first VDE of
the global minimum dissociative isomer (a) agrees with the
experimental peak X, the spectral pattern is not in good
agreement with the observed spectrum. This observation along
with the high barrier ruled out the presence of the dissociative
isomer for O2Au8

−. The simulated spectra for the two low-lying
peroxo and superoxo forms of O2Au8

− are compared with the
experimental spectra in Figure 2e and good agreement between
the computed spectra and the experimental PES data (Figure
2c,d) can be clearly seen. The VDEs for these two molecular O2
isomers are compared with the experimental data in Table 3. At
the SO-PBE0/CRENBL level, the first VDE of the peroxo
isomer (b) (3.79 eV) is slightly low compared to the
experimental value of peak X (4.00 eV). This small discrepancy
is consistent with our earlier studies,43−47 including O2Au6

− in
the current study. The second and third VDEs of isomer (b)

Figure 3. HOMO and HOMO−1 of the superoxo [(a) and (b)] and
peroxo [(c) and (d)] isomer of O2Au6

−; and that of peroxo [(e) and
(f)] and superoxo [(g) and (h)] isomer of O2Au8

−.

Table 2. Relative Energies of the Four Lowest-Lying Isomers
(a), (b), (c) and (d) of O2Au8

− at SO-PBE0, TPSSh, and
CCSD(T) Levels of Theory

isomers

ΔE (eV) SO-PBE0/
aug-cc-pVTZ (O)

/CRENBL ECP (Au)

ΔE (eV)
TPSSh/6-
311+G*(O)
/SDD (Au)

ΔE (eV) CCSD(T)/
6-311+G*(O) /SDD
(Au)//SO-PBE0

(a) 0.000 0.000 0.000
(b) 0.355 0.369 1.232
(c) 0.531 0.518 1.480
(d) 0.552 0.151 0.650 Table 3. Experimental VDEs Compared with the Calculated

Values for the Two Molecularly Chemisorbed Isomers of
O2Au8

−, Using NWChem 5.1 at the Level of SO-PBE0/
CRENBL

VDE expt SO-DFT (superoxo) SO-DFT(peroxo)

X′ ∼3.6 3.34 −
X 4.00 ± 0.04 − 3.79
A 4.35 ± 0.05 − 4.06
B 4.63 ± 0.04 − 4.34
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are also found to be low relative to the respective experimental
features, A and B. However, the simulated spectral pattern for
X, A, B is in excellent agreement with the experiment (Figure
2e).
The superoxo isomer (c) yields a relatively low first VDE of

3.34 eV, in good agreement with the weak feature X′ in the
experimental spectrum. The X′ feature in the experiment is very
broad, likely a result of O−O vibrational excitation upon
photodetachment from isomer (c). The higher binding energy
PES features from isomer (c) overlapped with those from the
more dominating isomer (b) in Figure 2c, and are thus difficult
to be resolved.
It should be noted that only the superoxo isomer (c) shows

vibrational broadening in the low binding energy peak (X′),
similar to those observed in O2Au6

− (Figure 2a), whereas the
spectral features (e.g., X, A, and B) from the peroxo isomer (b)
are relatively sharp (Figure 2d). These observations can be
understood from the nature of the HOMO and HOMO−1 for
the two molecularly chemisorbed isomers (Figure 3). The
HOMO of the superoxo isomer (c) (Figure 3g) consists of
essentially a pure π* orbital on the O2

− unit, which is expected
to result in significant vibrational excitation upon electron
detachment. The HOMO−1 is also mainly of the π* of O2
(Figure 3h). These frontier orbitals are characteristic of the
superoxo chemisorption state in the O2Aun

− complexes for n =
2, 4, 6, and 20, whose PES spectra all contain broad low binding
energy features derived from the π* orbitals of O2

− (Figure 1).
Very importantly, the HOMO of the peroxo isomer of O2Au8

−

(Figure 3e) is mainly from the Au8-backbone. The HOMO−1
of the peroxo isomer (Figure 3f) also has contributions from
the Au-backbone. These orbitals are similar to those for the
peroxo isomer of O2Au6

− (Figure 3c,d). It is expected that
electron detachment from these Au-based orbitals would result
in relatively sharp PES bands. Thus, both the simulated PES
spectral patterns and the nature of the frontier orbitals for the
two molecularly chemisorbed isomers are consistent with the
experimental observation for O2Au8

−.
The bare Au8

− cluster is known to have two nearly
degenerate planar global minimum structures39 with D4h and
C2v symmetries, respectively. The current study shows that O2
reacts with the D4h isomer to form the superoxo state, whereas
it reacts with the C2v isomer to form the peroxo O2Au8

−. Our
previous O2 titration experiment showed that the C2v isomer is
more reactive toward O2,

39 consistent with the current
conclusion that the peroxo O2Au8

− is more stable than the
superoxo state. The superoxo O2Au8

− can be viewed as a one-
electron transfer from Au8

− to O2 to form the superoxo O2
− on

the Au8 surface. This mechanism was first suggested by
Salisbury et al.20 and should be operational for the reaction of
O2 with Au2

−, Au4
−, Au6

−, and Au20
−. All these anions have very

low electron binding energies or the corresponding neutrals
have very low electron affinities and large HOMO−LUMO
gaps. Indeed, the D4h isomer of Au8

− has a slightly lower
electron binding energy than the C2v isomer and the
corresponding neutral Au8 has very larger HOMO−LUMO
gap,35 consistent with the electron transfer mechanism.
The PES data shown in Figure 2c and 2d suggests that the

superoxo O2Au8
− can be transformed to the more stable peroxo

chemisorption state at longer reaction time, i.e. for O2Au8
− the

superoxo chemisorption state is a kinetically controlled
product. We have located the transition state and calculated
the barrier for the superoxo to peroxo conversion, as shown in
Figure 4. The 0.434 eV barrier height should be accessible

under our experimental conditions at room temperature. It is
important to note that the O−O distance in the superoxo state
is 1.28 Å, whereas in the peroxo state it is 1.30 Å. The
elongation of the O−O bond in the peroxo state suggests that
O2 is more activated in the peroxo state, which would be
important for the subsequent reaction with CO to form CO2,
for example.
In order to differentiate the two molecular chemisorption

structures of O2Au8
−, we have computed the electron spin

densities on every atom for both the peroxo and superoxo
isomers, as shown in Table 4. The O1 and O2 label in the

superoxo state represent the oxygen atoms unbound and
bonded to the Au8 cluster, respectively. The spin densities of
the O1 and O2 atoms in the superoxo state are very different;
whereas in the peroxo state they are much closer in value. The
combined spin densities of the two O atoms are slightly higher
for the superoxo species than the peroxo species, indicating a
slightly higher magnetic moment for the O2 unit in the
superoxo structure than in the peroxo structure. In other words,
the magnetic moment of O2 in the superoxo isomer is closer to
that of the gas-phase O2, hence the O2 is less activated
compared to the peroxo state.
We further computed the projected density of states (PDOS)

of O2 on the two molecularly chemisorbed O2Au8
− isomers

(Figure 5b,c), compared to that of gas-phase O2 (Figure 5a).
The blue and red lines in Figure 5 represent the α and β PDOS.
Note that the two unpaired electrons in molecular O2 are
assigned to the α spin-state by convention. Each sharp band is

Figure 4. The reaction path for the conversion from the superoxo to
peroxo isomer of O2Au8

−. The O−O bond length in the superoxo
isomer (where one O atom is bonded to gold) is 1.28 Å and it is 1.30
Å in the peroxo isomer (where both O atoms are bonded to gold).

Table 4. Calculated Spin Densities on Every Atoms of the
Superoxo [Isomer (c)] and Peroxo [Isomer (b)] Forms of
O2Au8

−

isomer (b) (peroxo) spin densities isomer (c) (superoxo) spin densities

O1 0.415 O1 0.751
O2 0.543 O2 0.278
Au3 0.004 Au3 0.014
Au4 0.011 Au4 0.011
Au5 0.002 Au5 0.002
Au6 0.005 Au6 0.0001
Au7 0.028 Au7 0.002
Au8 0.026 Au8 0.0001
Au9 0.017 Au9 0.011
Au10 0.017 Au10 0.004
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indicative of an electronic state (e.g, 4σ*, 5σ, 1π, etc.). The α
and β PDOS cannot exactly overlap with each other, indicating
a net magnetic moment for both gas-phase and the
chemisorbed species. In the O2Au8

− complex, certain electrons
of the Au-cluster is transferred to the π* orbital of O2 and as a
result, the net spin is lowered, which gives rise to a much closer
gap between the α and β PDOS than in gas-phase O2. However
near the Fermi level (0 in the x-axis in Figure 5) the α−β gap of
the 2π* state for the peroxo species is slightly less than that for
the superoxo species. This feature suggests that the superoxo
species entails slightly higher magnetic moment (due to less
charge transfer from Au8

−) than the peroxo species. Hence, the
molecular O2 in the peroxo state is slightly more activated and
possesses a slightly longer bond length.
The observation and confirmation of the two molecular

chemisorption states of O2 on Au8
− is significant. Because all

molecular O2 adsorption observed for smaller anions O2Aun
−

(n = 2, 4, 6) were shown to be the superoxo type, Au8
− is then

the critical size for the transition from superoxo to peroxo
chemisorption for O2 activation with the exception of Au20

−,
which has an extremely low electron binding energy and a
unique high symmetry tetrahedral structure.44 Theoretical
calculations also suggest that O2 chemisorbs on the tetrahedral
Au20

− in the superoxo state.45 The lack of the superoxo-derived
features in the PES spectra of O2Au12

−, O2Au14
−, and O2Au18

−

(Figure 1) suggests O2 is likely in the peroxo state in these
clusters, as shown below.
O2Au12

−. It is known that for the bare anionic gold clusters,
the 2D-to-3D transition occurs at Au12

− where the 2D planar
isomer exhibits D3h symmetry while the 3D isomer exhibits C2v
symmetry.46,47 For O2Au12

−, our basin-hopping search
combined with DFT optimization generated about 800
structures, consisting of both molecularly chemisorbed and
dissociated isomers. The lowest-energy dissociated isomer and
the top candidate chemisorbed structures were reevaluated at
the SO-PBE0/CRENBL level of calculations and the computed
photoelectron spectra along with relative energies are presented
in Figure S4 (SI). Indeed, the lowest-energy chemisorbed

O2Au12
−, which is in the peroxo state (with O−O bond length

1.33 Å), gives the best agreement with the experimental PES
spectrum (Figure 2f,g). Moreover, the HOMO and HOMO−1
of the peroxo isomer of O2Au12

− (Figure S5 (SI)) are mainly
from the Au12-backbone, similar to those for the peroxo isomer
of O2Au8

−. As expected, the electron detachment from these
Au-based orbitals results in relatively sharp PES bands. In
summary, both the simulated PES spectral patterns and the
nature of the frontier orbitals for the molecularly chemisorbed
isomer are consistent with the experimental observation for
O2Au12

−.
O2Au14

−. For O2Au14
−, our basin-hopping search combined

with DFT optimization generated about 1000 structures,
consisting of both molecularly chemisorbed and dissociated
isomers. Again, the lowest-energy dissociated isomer and the
top candidate chemisorbed structures were reevaluated using
SO-PBE0/CRENBL calculations, and the computed photo-
electron spectra along with relative energies are presented in
Figure S6 (SI). Indeed, the lowest-energy chemisorbed
O2Au14

−, which is in the peroxo state (with O−O bond length
1.32 Å), gives the best agreement with the experimental PES
spectrum (Figure 2h,i). Moreover, the HOMO and HOMO−1
of the peroxo isomer of O2Au14

− (Figure S7 (SI)) are mainly
from the Au14-backbone, similar to those for the peroxo isomer
of O2Au8

− and O2Au12
−. Likewise, the electron detachment

from these Au-based orbitals results in relatively sharp PES
bands. Again, both the simulated PES spectral patterns and the
nature of the frontier orbitals for the molecularly chemisorbed
isomer are consistent with the experimental observation for
O2Au14

−.
O2Au18

−. The bare Au18
− is known to exist in both cage and

pyramidal forms in the cluster beam.48 In our previous study48

we showed that the relative population of the cage and pyramid
isomers can be altered by using a small amount (0.1%) of O2
seeded in the helium carrier gas. The cage isomer was found to
be more reactive with O2 than the pyramidal isomer and
therefore can be “preferentially titrated” from the cluster beam.
In the present study our observation indicates again that the
cage isomer is the dominant species in the cluster beam of
O2Au18

−. The experimental photoelectron spectrum of O2Au18
−

(Figure 2j) shows congested peaks in the region of 4.35.3 eV.
Our basin-hopping global minimum search generated nearly
600 consistent sets of low-energy isomers. Figure S8 (SI) shows
the computed PES spectra of several low-lying isomers along
with their relative energies at both SO-PBE0/CRENBLE and
TPSSh levels of theory. Nearly all the structures possess either
cage or pyramidal Au18

− structures with peroxo or superoxo
chemisorption of O2. Isomer (a) is the lowest in energy at the
SO-PBE0 level and represents the cage-like Au18

− with the
peroxo O2 chemisorption (Figure S8a [SI]). In contrast, the
pyramidal isomer (b) with the peroxo O2 binding is the lowest-
lying isomer at the TPSSh level. The simulated spectrum of
isomer (a) is in good agreement with the experimental
spectrum (Figure 2k). The computed spectrum of isomer (b)
shows a rather low first VDE (3.71 eV) and a gap of about 0.4
eV between the first and second VDE. These features are
clearly not in agreement with the experimental spectrum,
suggesting that isomer (b) should be much higher in energy
than the cage isomer (a) and was not present in the cluster
beam in any significant amount. The HOMO and HOMO−1
of isomer (a) are shown in Figure S9 (SI). The HOMO is
largely from the Au backbone; the HOMO−1 has slight
contributions from the O−O π* orbital. The nature of the

Figure 5. The PDOS of (a) free O2, (b) peroxo O2Au8
−, and (c)

superoxo O2Au8
−. The unit of the orbital energies in the x-axis is

hartree.
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HOMO in the peroxo isomer is consistent with the high VDEs
observed experimentally for O2Au18

−.

■ CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we have found that there exist two modes of O2
chemisorption onto even-sized Aun

− clusters: the superoxo and
peroxo states. For the clusters with very low electron binding
energies (n = 2, 4, 6, 20) or large HOMO−LUMO gaps in the
corresponding neutral clusters, O2 is chemisorbed in the
superoxo form via one electron charge transfer from Aun

− to
O2. We find that Au8

− is the onset for the superoxo to peroxo
chemisorption. In the peroxo form, both O atoms interact with
the underlying Aun

− clusters and the O−O bond is more
activated, i.e., more elongated than that in the superoxo form.
Hence, the Au8

− cluster is the smallest anionic gold
nanoparticle that entails peroxo binding with O2. Considering
the fact that in the peroxo state O2 is much more activated, the
current observation suggests that this mode of chemisorption
may play a more prominent role in the O2 activation by gold
nanoparticles and provides a key insight in elucidating the
catalytic mechanisms of nanogold.
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